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NOTICE Distribution of U.S Attorneys Bulletin to Subscribers
Other than U.S Attorneys and Assistants

Due to budgetary constraints the Executive Office for U.S
Attorneys has found it necessary to curtail the number of
copies of the U.S Attorneys Bulletin sent to subscribers other
than U.S Attorneys and their Assistants The following princi
pies were applied

The Bulletin is an in-house publication intended primarily
for U.S Attorneys their Assistants and other attorneys
of the Department of Justice

All units of the Department of Justice should receive one
copy--and additional copies on the basis of need

Federal Government agencies will receive copies on the
basis of need ordinarily one copy to the General Counsel

The effective date of the new distribution is that of No
14 July 1976

To accelerate distribution all copies for particular
office will be sent to one address That addressee should
make the intra-office distribution and if changes in the
number of copies or address are required should write the
U.S Attorneys Bulletin Staff Executive Office for U.S
Attorneys

Executive Office

NOTICE Distribution of Bulletin to U.S Attorneys and Assis
tants

Based on requests resulting from the Notice in 24 USAB
465 on the abovecaptioned matter we have revised the distribu
tion list The distribution of this number 13 should result
in the proper number of copies If it does not it may be due
to an error in the distribution process rather than an error in
the distribution list Therefore in correspondence to the U.3
Attorneys Bulletin Staff please include the number of copies
actually received and the number conies desired Based on
this information we shall either send you copies or adjust the
distribution list

Executive Office
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POINTS TO REMEMBER

FBI Guidelines Regarding Domestic Security Investigations

The FBI on instructions of the Attorney General began
implementing the following guidelines concerning domestic

security investigations and investigations related to civil
disorders and demonstrations on April 1976 The guidelines
have not been formally promulgated since they remain in draft
form and are being implemented on test basis They have
however been made public and released to the press

In requesting the FBI to undertake investigations
concerning domestic security matters civil disorders or

demonstrations U.S Attorneys Offices should be aware of
the limitations imposed by the guidelines

The new reporting requirements set forth in the guidelines
are not intended to affect existing communications between
U.S Attorneys and FBI Field Offices Reports from FBI

Headquarters to the new Investigation -Review Unit established
in the Attorney Generals Office will for the most part
be in addition to and not in lieu of existing reporting
channels

The provisions of the tentative guidelines now being
implemented are set out below Additional guidelines on
other areas of FBI responsibility are being prepared

Any finalized guidelines on areas of FBI responsibility
will be referred to in the revised United States Attorneys
Manual

Executive Office
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DOMESTIC SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS

BASES OF INVESTIGATION

Domestic security investigations are conducted when
authorizedunder Section 11C 11F or 111 to

ascertain information on the activities of individuals
or the activities of groups which involve or will

involve the use of force or violence and which involve

or will involve the violation of federal law for the

purpose of

overthrowing the government of the United States

or the government of State

substantially interferthg in the United States
with the activities of foreign government or
its authorized representatives

substantially impairing for the purpose of

influencing U.S government policies or decisions

the functioning of the government of

the United States

the functioning of the government of

State or

interstate coerce

depriving persons of their civil rights under the

Constitution laws or treaties of the United
States

II INITIATION AND SCOPE OF INVESTIGATIONS

Domestic security investigations are conducted at three
levels -- preliminary investigations limited investi
gations and full investigations -- differing in scope
and in investigative techniques which may be used

All investigations undertaken through these guidelines
shall be designed and conducted so as not to limit the
full exercise of rights protected by the Constitution
and laws of the United States

Preliminary Investigations

Preliminary investigations may be undertaken on the

basis of allegations or other information that an
individual or group may be engaged in activities
which involve or will involve the use of force or

violence and which involve or will involve the
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violation of federal law for one or more of the
purposes enumerated in IAl-IA4 These
investigations shall be confined to determining
whether there is factual basis for opening
full investigation

Information gathered by the FBI during preliminary
investigations shall be pertinent to verifying or
refuting the allegations or information concerning
activities described in paragraph IA

FBI field offices may on their own initiative under-
take preliminary investigations limited to

examination of FBI indices and files

examination of public records and other public
sources of information

examination of federal state and local records

inquiry of existing sources of information and
use of previously established informants and

physical surveillance and interviews or persons
not mentioned in E1-E4 for the limited
purpose of identifying the subject of an
investigation

Limited Investigations

limited investigation must be authorized in writing
by Special Agent in Charge or FBI Headquarters when
the techniques listed in paragraph are inadequate
to determine if there is factual basis for full
investigation In addition to the techniques set
forth in El-E4 the following techniques also may
be used in limited investigation

physical surveillance for purposes other than
identifying the subject of the investigation

interviews of persons not mentioned in El-E4
for purposes other than identifying the subject
of the investigation but only when authorized
by the Special Agent in Charge after full
consideration of such factors as the seriousness
of the allegation the need for the interview
and the consequences of using the technique
When .there is question whether an interview
should be undertaken the Special Agent in
Charge shall seek approval of FBI Headquarters
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Techniques such as recruitment or placement of
informants in groups mail coverS or electronic
surveillance may not beused as part of
preliminary or limited investigation

Au preliminary and limited investigations shall be
closed within 90 days of the date upon which the
preliminary investigation was initiated However
FBI Headquarters may authorize in writing extension
of preliminary or limited investigation for periods
of not more than 90 days when facts or information
obtained in the original period justif.y such an
extension The authorization shall include state
ment of the circumstances justifying the extension

Full Investigation

Full investigations must be authorized by FBI Head-
quarters They may only be authorized on the basis
of specific and articulable facts giving reason to
believe that an individual or group is or may be
engaged in activities which involve the use of force
or violence and which involve or will involve the
violation of federal law for one or more of the
purposes enumerated in IAl-IA4 The following
factors must be considered in determining whether
full investigation Should be undertaken

the magnitude of the threatened harm

the likelihood it will occur

the immediacy of the threat and

the danger to privacy and free expression posed
by full investigation

Investigative Techniques

Whenever use of the following investigative techniques
are permitted by these guidelines they shall be
implemented as limited herein

use of informants to gather information when
approved by FBI Headquarters and subject to
review at inteitvals not longer than 180 days
provided

when persons have been arrested or charged
with crime and criminal proceedings are
still pending informants shall not be used
to gather information concerning that crime
from the persons charged and
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informants shall not be used to obtain
privileged information and where such
information is obtained by an informant
on his own initiative no record or use
shall be made of the information

mail covers pursuant to postal regulations
when approved by the Attorney General or his
designee initially or upon request for
extension and

electronic surveillance in accordance with the
requirement of Title III of the Omnibus Crime
Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968

Provided that whenever it becomes known that
persons under surveillance are engaged in
privileged conversation e.g with
attorney interception equipment shall be
inmiediately shut off and the Justice Department
advised as soon as practicable Where such
conversation is recorded it shall not be
transcribed and Department attorney shall
determine if such conversation is privileged

NOTE These techniques have been the subject
of strong concern The committee is
not yet satisfied that all sensitive
areas have been covered e.g inquiries
made under pretext trash covers
photographic or other surveillance
techniques

III TERMINATING INVESTIGATIONS

A. Preliminary limited and full investigations maybe terminated at any time by the Attorney General
his designee or FBI Headquarters

FBI Headquarters shall periodically review the
results of full investigations and at such time
as it appears that the standard for full
investigation under 111 can no longer be
satisfied and all logical leads have been exhausted
or are not likely be productive FBI Headquarters
shall terminate the full investigation

The Department of Justice shall review the results
of full domestic intelligence investigations at
least annually and shall determine in writing whether
continued investigation is warranted Full investi
gations shall not continue beyond one year without the
written approval of the Department However in the
absence of such notification the investigation may continue
for an additional 30 day period pending response by
the Department
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IV REPORTING DISSEMINATION AND RETENTION

Reporting

Preliminary investigations which involve 90-day
extenion under IIH and limited investigations
under hF shall be reported periodically to the
Department of Justice Reports of preliminary
and limited investigations shall include the

identity of the subject of the investigation
the identity of the person interviewed or the

person or place surveilled and shall indicate
which investigations involved 90-day extension
FBI Headquarters shall maintain and provide to
the Department of Justice upon request statistics
on the number of preliminary investigations
instituted by each field office the number of
limited investigations under hF the number of
preliminary investigations that involved 90-day
extensions under IIH and the number of preliminary
or limited investigations that resulted in the
opening of full investigation

Upon opening full domestic security inyestigation
the FBI shall within one week advise the Attorney
General or his designee thereof setting forth
the basis for undertaking the investigation

The FBI shall report the progress of full domestic
security investigations to the Department of
Justice not later than 90 days after the initiation
thereof and the.results at the end of each year
the investigation Continues

Where the identity of the source of information
is not disclosed in domestic security report
an assessment of the reliability of the source
shall be provided

Dissemination

Other Federal Authorities

The FBI may disseminate facts or information
obtained during domestic security investigation
to other federal authorities when such information

falls within their investigative jurisdiction

may assist in preventing the use of force
or violence or
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may be required by statute interagency
agreement approved by the Attorney General
or Presidential directive All such
agreements and directives shall be published
in the Federal Register

State and Local Authorities

The FBI may disseminate facts or information
relative to activities described in paragraph lB
to state and local law enforcement authorities
when such information

falls within their investigative jurisdiction

may assist in preventing the use of force or
violence or

may protect the integrity of law enforcement
agency

When information relating to serious crimes not
covered by paragraph IA is obtained during
domestic security investigation the FBI shall
promptly refer the information to the appropriate
lawful authorities if it is within the jurisdiction
of state and local agencies

Nothing in these guidelines shall limit the
authority of the FBI to inform any individuals
whose safety or property is directly threatened
by planned force or violence so that they may
take appropriate protective safeguards

The FBI shall maintain records as required by
law of all disseminations made outside the
Department of Justice of information obtained
during domestic security investigations

Retention

The FBI shall in accordance with Records
Retention Plan approved by the National Archives
and Records Service within _____ years after
closing domestic service investigations destroy
all information obtained during the investigation
as well as all index references thereto or
transfer all information and index references
to the National Archives and Records Service

NOTE We are not yet certain whether empirical data
exists to help define period of retention
for information gathered in preliminary or
full investigations Whatever period is
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determined should take into account the
retention period for other categories of
information e.g general criminal
organized crime and background checks
since we have not yet considered these
areas we cannot fix period for retention
at this time

NOTE It may also be possible to establish
sealing procedure to preserve investigative
records for an interim period prior to
destruction After being sealed access
would be permitted only under controlled
conditions

Information relating to activities not covered by
paragraph IA obtained during domestic security
investigations which may be maintained by the FBI
under other parts of these guidelines shall be
retained in accordance with such other provisions

The provisions of paragraphs one and two
above apply to all domestic security investigations
completed after the promulgation of these guidelines
and apply to investigations completed prior to
promulgation of these guidelines when use of these
files serves to identify them as subject to destruction
or transfer to the National Archives and Records
Service

When an individuals request pursuant to law for
access to FBI records identifies the records as

being subject to destruction or transfer under
paragraph one the individual shall be furnished
all information to which he is entitled prior to
destruction or transfer
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REPORTING ON CIVIL DISORDERS AND DEMONSTRATIONS
INVOLVING FEDERAL INTEREST

Basis for Reports and Inestigations

The Federal Bureauof Investigation is responsible for

reporting information on civil disturbances or demonstrations
in four categories

Investigating --

violations of federal criminal law directed explicitly
at civil disorders e.g 18 U.S.C 231 2101 and

violations of federal criminal law of general appli
cability occuring during civil disorders

Providing information and assistance upon request of the
Secret Service to aid in carrying out its protective

responsibilities under 18 U.S.C 112 970 3056 and
P.L 90-331

NOTE Under 18 U.S.C 112 and 3056 the Secret Service
is assigned responsibility to provide protection to

certain U.S Government officials and foreign officials
and visitors P.L 90-331 provides Secret Service

protection for candidates for office and authorizes
Secret Service to call on any federal agency to assist
in this regard Responsibility for protection of

foreign missions is assigned to the Executive Protection
Service under the direction of the Secret Service
This accounts for the reference to 18 U.S.C 970 dealing
with damage to foreign missions

Providing information concerning actual or threatened
civil disorders which may require the presence of federal

troops to enforce federal law or federal court orders

10 U.S.C 332 333 or which may result in request
by State authorities to provide federal troops in order
to restore order 10 U.S.C 331
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NOTE The statutes cited provide three bases for the
use of troops in connection with civil disorders Section
332 authorizes troops at Presidential initiative to
enforce federal law and was the basis for the use of
troops to protect the mail in the Pullman strike Section
333 deals with the use of troops to protect civil rights
and enforce court orders and was the basis for using
troops at Little Rock and Oxford Section 331 permits
the President to send troops at the request of State
when State authorities cannot restore order e.g the
Detroit Riot

14 Providing information relating to demonstration
actvities which are likely to require the federal
government to take action to facilitate the activities
and provide public health and safety measures with respect
to those activities

NOTE While there is no specific statutory authority
for collection of information in these circumstances
the Second Circuit recognized in Fifth Avenue Peace
Parade Committee Kelley 480 F.2d 326 cert denied
415 U.S 948 that the federal government has
legitimate need for information concerning demonstrations
planned at federal facilities in order to provide services
in connection with the demonstration For example
considerable information was needed in order to fashion
an appropriate permit for the November 1971 moratorium
march in Washington D.C

II Criminal Offenses

Investigation of criminal offenses referred to in
paragraph l.A shall be undertaken in the manner pro
vided for in guidelines relating to criminal investi
gations generally

Information concerning criminal offenses within the

investigative jurisdiction of the FBI which is acquired
incidentally in the course of implementing parts III

through shall be handled in the manner provided for
in guidelines relating to criminal investigations generally
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Information concerning criminal offenses within the

investigative jurisdiction of another federal agency
which is acquired incidentally in the course of imple
menting parts II through shall be reported to the

agency having jurisdiction

Information concerning serious criminal offenses within
the investigative jurisdiction of State or local agencies
which is acquired incidentally in the course of imple
menting parts II through shall be reported to the

appropriate lawful authorities

NOTE Using the criteria now applied by NCIC the
reference to serious offenses would exclude such matters
as drunkeness vagrancy loitering disturbing the
peace disorderly conduct adultery fornication and
consensual homosexual acts false fire alarm non-specific
charges of suspicion or investigation traffic violations
and juvenile delinquency

Information relating to criminal offenses acquired in

the course of implementing parts II through shall
be retained and indexed as provided for in guidelines
relating to criminal investigations generally

III Assisting the Secret Service

Irformation relating to the protective responsibilities
of the Secret Service descrIbed in Paragraph I.B which
is acquired incidentally by the FBI in the course of

carrying out its responsibilities shall be reported to
the Secret Service The FBI shall not undertake specific
investigations for the purpose of assisting the Secret
Service in its protective responsibilities without
specific request from the Director of the Secret Service
or his designee made or confirmed in writing

NOTE The Department should undertake to review with
the Secret Service existing agreements on the dissemination
of information from the FBI to the Secret Service The
draft report of the General Accounting Office indicates that

very little information reported by the FBI is actually
retained by Secret Service
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record shall be made of all information reported to
the Secret Service pursuant to paragraph III.A and the
record shall be retained by the FBI for five years

NOTE This is the standard Privacy Act accounting
requiremeni

Information reported to the Secret Service may be
retained by the FBI for period of ____ years

NOTE The retention period for this information will .be

considered in general review of retention under all the
guidelines

IV Civil Disorders

Information relating to actual or threatened civil
disorders acquired by the FBI from public officials or
other public sources or in the course of its other investi
gations snail be reported to the Department of Justice

The FBI shall not undertake investigations to collect
information relating to actual or threatened civil
disorders except upon specific request of the Attorney
General or his designee Investigations will be authorized
only for period of 30 days but the authorization may be
renewed in writing for subsequent periods of 30 days

Information shall be collected and reported pursuant
to paragraphs and above for the limited purpose of
assisting the President in determining whether federal
troops are required and determining how decision to
conm%it troops shall be implemented The information
shall be based on such factors as

The size of the actual or threatened disorder
both in number of people involved or affected and
in geographic area

The potential for violence

The potential for expansion of the disorder in light
of conununity conditions and underlying causes of the
disorder
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The relationship of the actual or threatened disorder
to the enforcement of federal laws or court orders
and the likelihood that State or local authorities
will assist in enforcing those laws or orders

The extent of State or local resources available
to handle the disorder

Investigations undertaken at the request of the Attorney
General or his designee to collect information relating
to actual or threatened civil disorders shall be limited
to inquiries of

FBI files and indices

Public records and other public sources of information

Federal State and local records and officials

Established informants or other established sources
of information

Interviews of individuals other than those listed above
and physical or photographic surveillance shall not be
undertaken as part of such an investigation except
when expressly authorizedby the Attorney General or his

designee

Information relating to civil disorders described in

paragraph above shall be reported to the Department
of Justice and may also be reported to federal state
or local officials at the location of the actual or
threatened disorder who have need for the information
in order to carry out their officIal responsibilities
in connfction with such disorder

Information acquired or collected pursuant to paragraphs
through above may be retained by the FBI for period

of _____ years but may not be indexed in manner which
permits retrieval of information by reference to specific
individual unless the individual himself is the subject
of an authorized law enforcement investigation
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described in paragraph Such information shall be
collected only by inquiries of

FBI files and indices

Public ecords and other public sources of information

Federal state and local records and officials

Persons involved in the planning of the demonstration
provided that in conducting interviews with such
persons the FBI shall initially advise them specifi
cally of the authority to make the inquiry and the
limited purpose for which it is made

The FBI shall not undertake to photograph any deinonstra
tion or the preparation therefor in carrying out its
responsibilities under paragraph

Information acquired or collected pursuant to paragraphs
through above may be retained by the FBI for

period of
____ years but may not be indexed in manner

which permits identification of an individual with
particular demonstration or retrieval of information
by reference to specific individual unless the
individual himself is the subject of an authorized law
enforcement investigation

NOTE Retention period to be fixed later indexing limit
to be implemented ixmnediately
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NOTE Retention period to be fixed later indexing limit

to be implemented immediately

Public Demonstzttions

Information relating to demonstration activities which

are likely to require the federal government to take

action to facilitate the activities and provide public

health and safety measures with respect to those activities

which is acquired incidentally by the FBI in the course of

carrying out its responsibilities shall be reported to

the Department of Justice

The FBI shall not undertake investigations to collect

information with respect to such demonstrations except

upon specific request of the Attorney General or his

designee

Information collected and reported pursuant to

paragraphs and above shall be limited to that

which is necessary to determine

The date time place and type of activities

planned

The number of persons expected to participate

The intended mode of transportation to the intended

site or sites and the intended routes of travel

The date of arrival in the vicinity of the intended

site and housing plans if pertinent

Similar information necessary to provide an adequate

federal response to insure public health and safety
and the protection of First Amendment rights

NOTE Clause above is intented to encompass such

additional facts affecting the federal responsibility
as unusual health needs of participants counter
demonstrations planned which may increase safety needs
or possible inability of participants to arrange return

transportation

Investigations undertaken to collect information

relating to demonstrations pursuant to paragraph
above shall be limited to determining the information
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described in paragraph Such information khall be
collected only by inquiries of

FBI files and indices

Public records and other public sources of information

Federal state and local records and officials

Persons involved in the planning of the demonstration
.1 provided that in conducting interviews with such

persons the FBI shall initially advise them specifi
cally of the authority to make the inquiry and the
limited purpose for which it is made

The FBI shall not undertake tc photograph any demonstra
tion or the preparation therefor in carrying out its
responsibilities under paragraph

Information acquired or collected pursuant to paragraphs
through above may be retained by the FBI for

period of
____ years but may not be indexed in manner

which permits identification of an individual with
particular demonstration or retrieval of information
by reference to specific individual unless the
individual himself is the subject of an authorized law
enforcement investigation

NcITE Retention period to be fixed later indexing limit
to be implemented inmiediately
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Color Copiers Counterfeiting

Interest has been recently aroused in the financial

community about the existence of color copiers Such machines

are presently manufactured by Xerox 3M and Japanese firm
Xerox has two models the 6500 and 6200 with the latter giving
the best reproduction because it adds black to the basic three

primary colors of the 6500 model These machines make color re
productions of original documents which are quite deceptive to

the unaware recipient There is special concern for negotiable
instruments such as stocks bonds checks money orders etc
Even United States currency can be reproduced by the Model 6200

with appreciable fidelity

The FBI lab is becoming familiar with the technical

capabilities of these machines The Department has met with

officials from the SEC as well as the fmnancial community and is

attempting to formulate alternative courses of action including

preventative measures which will involve the private sector as

well as the Federal and state governments

Fortunately as of this date no criminal misuse of such

copies has occurred or at least been detected Accordingly no

public publicity is deemed warranted at this time as such is

believed to be counterproductive and might just encourage
criminal misuse If you become aware of the use of such

machine for criminal purposes please notify the Criminal Divi
sion FTS 7392670/2723

Criminal Divisior
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PROTECTION OF FOREIGN OFFICIALS

Two major tourist events in North America this summer
the Bicentennial here and the Olympics in Canada will attract

host of foreign dignitaries Many of these visitors will
attend special activities scheduled throughout the country
marking for some districts the first such highly visible presence
of foreign diplomats State Department sometimes in conjunction
with the United States Secret Service will normally make security
arrangements relying in the main on state and local resources

Heads of State in particular may become the targets of

dissident emigres from their countries or of other militants
The Act for the Protection of Foreign Officials 18 U.S.C S1l2
970 1201 and 1116 1117 in most instances makes attacks on
foreign officials and official guests of the United States
federal crimes detailed analysis of the Act and applicable
policies and procedures was published as Appendix II to the
United States Attorneys Bulletin Volume 21 Issue No March
30 1973

Violations of the Act often involve sensitive con
siderations Thus we would appreciate prompt advice as to any
potential or actual violations that may occur Department
attorneys are available on extension 4512 to answer any questions

you may have in regard to the Act

Demonstrations particularly the content of signs and
placards often pose close questions as to the line between
threats or harassment and political hyperbole protected under
the First Amendment The attorneys mentioned above will also
assist with handling problems of that nature

Finally the visitor himself may possibly become
embroiled in difficulties Refer inquiries as to such matters
to the Office of PROTOCOL Department of State 202 632-1676

Criminal Division
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SPEEDY TRIAL ACT

The Ninth Circuit has held in United States Pietro

Tirasso and Tito Lombana-Pineres Nos 761519 761571
decided March 25 1976 that barring any fault on the part of

the defendant Section 3164 of the Speedy Trial Act of 1974
18 U.S.C 3164 mandates the release of persons who have been

held in continuous custody for more than ninety days awaiting
trial The Court also held in that case that 18 U.S.C 3161h
which contains exclusions does not apply to the ninety day
period of Section 3164 and impliedly invalidated Model Local

50b Rule d1ii The Department disagrees with this
decision See Department of Justice Memo No 83ldated May
1976

As result of this holding th two defendants
Lombana Colombian national and the head of huge organiza
tion responsible for sending large quantities of cocaine into

this country and Tirasso Colombian national and liaison man
in the United States were ordered released from custody As

anticipated by the Court Lonibana fled this country and is now

fugitive

The Department is proposing legislation to make Sectior

3161h specifically applicable to Section 3164 Pending pas
sage of this legislation and because appeal was not feasible in

the instant case all United States Attorneys and Assistant

United States Attorneys are requested to take the following steps

if similar holding should be made in one of their cases

Argue that the appropriate remedy
is immediate trial setting not
release and the opportunity to

permanently frustrate any effort

to try the defendant

Regardless of the remedy ordered
immediately apply for stay of

execution from the trial court and if

unsuccessful the appellate court
pending consideration of an

appeal by the Department

Promptly telephone the Appellate
Section Criminal Division at

8-739-4193 and advise them of the

situation
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Follow up the telephone call with
telex to the Appellate Section

to confirm in writing the oral
notification supplying as much
background material as possible and
giving the time limitations that may
be imposed by the Court

This Points to Remember item will be preempted by the
Revised United States Attorneys Manual Check the Revised Manual
at the time of its publication for proper instructions

criminal Division

PRETRIAL DIVERSION PIJGRAM

It is the policy of the Tax Division that criminal tax cases incinding
t1se cases directly referred to the United States Attorney should rot be
disposed of under the Departzrts Pretrial Diversion Program 1ccordingly
United States Attorneys are instructed not to p1ac any case ing under
the jurisdiction of the Tax Division in the Pretrial Diversion Program

This policy will be reflected in the revised United States Attorneys
Manual

Tax Division
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DLtECTING CRIMENAL FINES IN WACERING TAX CASES

26 U.S.C 4401 et seq

Per recent teletype to all United States Attorneys collection

efforts against criminal debtors whse fines were inposed urxer the

Wagering Thx Statutes on or before January 29 1968 s1u1d be terminated

See Narchetti United States 390 U.S 36 1968 Grosso United

States 390 U.S 62 1968 Collection action shiiLd continue to be

taken with respect to all j.xgnnts of conviction entered subsjuent to

January 29 1968

This represents change in Departnent policy Previously wagering

tax fines inposed prior to January 29 1968 were collected only in un
contested cases See Criminal Collections Policy arwi Techniques Secord

Edition page 38 This change will be inchxed in the revised United

States Attorneys Nanual Until the nnual is available hcver
this serves as autIrity to close all fines inposed on or before January

29 1968 for wagering tax violations

If you have any quastions concerning this change in policy please
contact the Criminal Division Collection Unit at 7393601

Thank you for your continued cooperation

Criminal Division
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ANTITRUST DIVISION

Assistant Attorney General Thomas Kauper

United States Allied Maintenance Corporation et al
76 CR 48 June 1976 DJ 6033720

Sherman Act

On June 1976 District Judge Inzer Wyatt granted

defendants motion to dismiss on grounds of jurisdiction and

failure to charge an offense The indictment charged defendants

with failing to compete for one anothers customers in the sale

of building maintenance services and alleged that the

defendants regularly purchased outside New York State large

quantities of materials supplies and equipment needed for

furnishing building maintenance services that these goods were

shipped in continuous uninterrupted flow from manufacturers

outside New York directly to defendants or customers in New

York and that the defendants had unreasonably restrained trade

and commerce

The court said the motion must be considered in the

context of the business involved within single state and held

that the defendants were not engaged in interstate commerce

likening them to the Benton companies in United Stat
American Building Maintenance Industries 422 U.S 271 1975
It found the indictment did not aver any conspiratorial acts

were applied to any goods and distinguished Las Ve
Merchant Plumbers and South Florida Asphalt Co On the affect

ing commerce theory the court found the inditment says nothini

about any effect on interstate commerce whether substantial cr

adverse or otherwise

Attorneys Augustus Marchetti Edward Friedman

Mark Summers and Bruce RepettO

Antitrust Division FTS 2649390
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CIVIL DIVISION
Assistant Attorney General Rex Lee

Brown GSA ____ U.S ____ 44 U.S.L.W 4704 Sup Ct No 74
768cided June 1976 DJ 1705146

Civil Rights Act

In 6-2 decision the Supreme Court has held that
Section 717 of the Civil Rights Actwas intended by Congress to
provide the exclusive preemptive administrative scheme for the
redress of federal employment discrimination The Court relied
on the legislative history the completeness and structural in
tegrity of the Title VII scheme for federal employees and the
principle that precisely-drawn detailed statute pre-empts
more general remedies The primary effect of the decision is
that federal employees alleging race discrimination will not be
able to avoid the exhaustion and time-for-filing requirements
of Title VII by bringing suit under 42 U.S.C 1981

Attorneys John Villa FTS 7393381 Neil
Koslowe FTS 7395325 Civil Division

Chandler Roudebush 425 U.S ____ 44 U.S.L.W 4709 Sup Ct
No 741599 decided June 1976 DJ l7012C76

Civil Rights Act

The Supreme Court unanimously ruled that federal
employees who sue under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act to re
dress employment discrimination are entitled to de novo trial
of their allegations in the district court and that court re
view cannot be limited to the administrative record as the
government contended The Court held that the language of the
statute was clear and that the congressional intent to grant
federal employees the same rights as private employees to
court trial of discrimination complaints was manifest in the
legislative history Because large number of cases have been
stayed pending resolution of this question the ruling will have

substantial impact on court calendars and U.S Attorney case
loads

Attorneys Rex Lee FTS 739-3301 John
Rogers FTS 7394792 Civil Division

Hampton Mow Sun Wong ____ U.S ____ 44 U.S.L.W 4737 SupCt No 731596 decided June 1976 DJ 351147

Civil Service Act

The Supreme Court upon reargument has just ruled
5-4 that the Civil Service Commission lacks the authority to
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promulgate regulation prohibiting resident aliens from being

employed by the federal government In the first opinion by

Mr Justice Stevens the Court held that the Commissiont power

to issue regulations to promote the efficiency of the federal

service did not extend to the exclusion of aliens from appoint

ment to federal jobs The Court left open the question of

whether legislation achieving the same result would be consti

tutional

Attorney Bruno Ristau Civil Division FTS 739-3308

United States Orleans U.S ____ 44 U.S.L.W 4700 Sup
Ct No 75328 decided June 1976 DJ 15757552

Federal Tort Claims Act

The Sixth Circuit held that community action agency

which received federal funds and which was subject to detailed

federal regulations was federal agency within the meaning of

the Tort Claims Act and therefore was liable for injuries

caused by the negligence of its servants The Supreme Court

reversed the Sixth Circuit decision The Supreme Court held

that the proper test for whether the agency fell within the Act

was daytoday control The Court concluded that the govern

ment did not exercise such control here notwithstanding that

the Sixth Circuit had found that the government carefully super

vised the agency

Attorney Allen Sachsel Civil Division

FTS 7393688

Davis United States ____
F.2d ____ C.A 1976 decided

June 1976 DJ 15745177

Federal Tort Claims Act

An OSHA inspector cited construction company for un

safe trenches at one of its work sites The citation ordered

the violation corrected immediately Twenty days later worker

at the site was killed when trench collapsed on him The

administrator of his estate sued the Government under the Tort

Claims Act The Eighth Circuit accepted our jurisdictional

argument that since the duties imposed by federal law upon OSHA

inspectors are federally imposed and have no counterparts

cognizable under Nebraska law the circumstances were not those

where the United States if private person would be liable

to the claimant in accordance with the law of the place where

the act or omission occurred 28 U.S.C 1346b so the suit

could not be maintained under the Tort Claims Act

Attorney Neil Koslowe Civil Division

FTS 7395325
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Donham United States ____ F.2d
____ C.A 1976 decidedJune 1976 DJ 15742329

Federal Tort Claims Act

The Eighth Circuit has held that sovereign immunityprecludes an indemnity suit against the United States by thirdparty who becomes liable in tort for injury to an on-duty serviceman Building upon the rationale of the Supreme Courts decisionin Feres United States 340 U.S 135 the court concluded thatthe general language of the Federal Tort Claims Act was not in-tended to subject the United States to direct or indirect hability for injuries arising out of the military relationship

Attorney Thomas Martin Civil Division
FTS 7393333

Washington Davis ____ u.s ____ 44 U.S.L.W 4789 Sup CtNo 741492 decidØa June 1976 DJ 1701629
Fourteenth Amendment

Several unsuccessful black applicants for jobs asDistrict of Columbia police officers brought suit against theDistrict and against the Civil Service Commission alleging thatwritten test of verbal ability devised by the Civil ServiceCommjssjon used by the D.C police department to screen applicants was racially discriminatory The court of appeals heldthe test invalid because it had disproportionately adverseimpact on blacks and because the government failed to prove thatthe test is valid measure of skills necessary for the job TheSupreme Court reversed the court of appeals Finding Title viiof the Civil Rights Act inapplicable the Court held that onlyFourteenth Amendment standards governed the case Those standards only proscribe intentional discrimination There being nofinding nor allegation that the test was intentionally discrimjnatory the Court held that there was no Fourteenth AmendmentViolation

Attorney Harry Silver Civil Division
FTS 7392689
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CRIMINAL DIVISION
Assistant Attorney General Richard Thornburgh

United States Harry Earnest Meeker 527 F.2d 12 9th Cir 1975
D.J 884622

Interference with Aircraft Crew or Attendants

49 U.S.C 1472j makes it crime to assault intimi
date or threaten aircraft flight crew members so as to interfere
with the performance of their duties The Court of Appeals held
that the offense as legislated by Congress was general intent
offense Consequently the requested defense instruction on the
defense of voluntary drunkeness as it affected the ability of
the defendant to form specific intent was properly denied by
the District Court

Attorney Richard Wright Nev FTS 5986336
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LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION
Assistant Attorney General Peter Taft

United States Standard Oil Company of California
C.A 9No 722782 May 1976 D.J 90118790

Public Lands Naval Petroleum Reserves

This case involved three claims by the Navy arising
from 1944 contract and 1949 arnendatory contract both
authorized by 10 U.S.C sec 7426 between the Navy and
Standard which provided for ways to unitize the oil properties
of both in or adjacent to Naval Petroleum Reserve No at
Elk Hills California The district court denied all claims
but the court of appeals curiam over one dissent re
versed and remanded and granted one claim

Under the 1944 contract Navy has an incontestable
option to unitize Standards oil properties outside the
Reserve subject to administrative proceedings before the
Secretary of the Navy to ascertain compensation to Standard
where such outside properties are on the same geologic
structure as that underlying the Reserve district court
finding adopting Standards proposed findings verbatim
relied on de novo trial evidence to determine that Standards
outside lands and Reserve lands did not lie on the same
geologic structure This finding the court of appeals held
was mistaken because prior to litigation an engineering
committee set up under the 1944 contract and comprising Navy
and Standard members had unanimously decided that Standards
outside lands and the Reserve lands overlay the same geologic
structure The court assumed without deciding that
engineering-committee determinations bound the parties under
the contracts and under the Wunderlich Act 41 U.S.C sec 321

The court of appeals concluded that the 1948 amenda
tory contract did not apply to the instant facts If it had
Standards outside properties could have been unitized without
Navys paying Standard any further consideration

The district courts denial of the remaining two
claims for monetary overpayments by Navy to Standard under the
1944 contract was affirmed Without reaching the merits the
court of appeals held that because these past payments had
been previously approved by the Comptroller General upon
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referral of the question to him by Navy and Standard the

Comptroller Generals decision by reason of 31 U.S.C sec 74
binds the Government in subsequent lawsuit

petition for rehearing is being considered

Attorneys David Miller formerly of the
Land and Natural Resources Division
Dirk Snel FTS 739-2769 and
Herbert Pittle FTS 739-2785 Land
and Natural Resources Division

United States 1216.83 Acres Klickitat County Washington
C.A No 751220 May 1976 D.J 3349103016

Condemnation Mirgratory Bird Conservation Act

The Migratory Bird Conservation Act 16 U.S.C
sec 715 et provides that no lands shall be acquired
under that Act unless the acquisition has been approved by the
Governor of the State or Appropriate state agency The
United States filed declaration of taking upon certain lands
in Washington State The district court dismissed the
declaration upon the grounds that the Washington State Game
Commission which had given its consent to the acquisition
lacked authority under state law to give such consent and in
any event the Act does not authorize the United States to
acquire lands by condemnation

The court of appeals reversed holding that state
law clearly authorizes the Game Commission to give the States
consent for the purposes of the federal Act and further held
that the Act authorized the United States to acquire lands by
condemnation

Attorneys Assistant United States Attorney
Robert Sweeny E.D Wash
FTS 4393730 Robert Klarquist
FTS 739-2754 Land and Natural
Resources Division
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United_Statesv 399431.43 Square Meters Territory of Guam
C.A No.751887 May 18 1976 D.J 33c14O35

Condemnation Date of Valuation

The United States condemned leasehold interests oncertain lands needed to improve and widen an existing publichighway The leaseholds subsequently expired but the Government which continued to maintain the public highway did notfile declaration of taking to acquire the fee until threeyears after the leaseholds had expired At trial the landowners maintained that the proper date of valuation of theirtaken properties was the date the declaration of taking wasfiled rather than the date the prior leases expired Thelandowners also argued that the award should be adjusted toaccount for monetary inflation Occurring between the date oftaking and the time of payment of the award

Affirming the district court by an unpUblishedmemorand order the court of appeals held that the Governmenthad seized the subject lands by remaining in Possession afterthe leases expired Seized property like other condemned
property is to be valued as of the time of taking The courtalso held that condemnation awards may not be adjusted due tomonetary inflation

Attorneys Robert Klarquist FTS 739-2754
Max Findley FTS 739-5043 Land
and Natural Resources Division

The Confederated Salish and Kootenaj Tribes et al Namen
et al C.A No 751106 May 12 1976 D.J 90661

Indians Riparian Rights

This involved an appeal by the Confederated Salishand Kootenaj Tribes of the Flathead Indian Reservation frompartial summary judgment holding that non-Indian owners ofland within the exterior boundaries of the Reservation andriparjan to the Flathead Lake of which the bed and banks tothe high water mark are held in trust by the United States aspart of the Reservation have riparian rights of access andwharfage in the reservation land
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The court of appeals in adopting the opinion of the
district court held that since title to the lake bed is held
by the United States federal common law and not state or
tribal law governs the existence of riparian rights that from
the long history of navigation on the lake Congress must have
intended that grants of riparian lands under the Indian allot
rnent Acts carry rights of access and wharfage and that due to
the long period of use by defendant riparian owners it would
be grievous injustice to deny such rights

Attorney Glen Goodsell FTS 739-2774
Land and Natural Resources Division

Montgomery Environmental Coalition et al Washington
Suburban Sanitary Commission et al C.A D.C No 75-
1389 May 10 1976 D.J 9051426

Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendment of 1972

This involved an action by environmental groups
against certain state and local government agencies for allegedviolations of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendment
of 1972 33 U.S.C sec 1251 et seeking to restrain the
defendants from authorizing further hookup permits in
connection with the Blue Plains Treatment Plant in Washington

which would result in sewage discharges affecting the
water quality of the Potomac River

The court of appeals remanded the case to the district
court to determine whether the case is moot if the
case is moot in part which particular claims are moot and
which are not and whether hearings before the Environ-
mental Protection Agency regarding the plant require dismissal
of the action on the ground that the agency has primary jurisdiction

Attorney Glen Goodsell FTS 739-2774
Land and Natural Resources Division
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United States 573.88 Acres of Land More or Less Situatedin Crawford Dubois and Orange Counties Indiana PatokaLake C.A Nos 751311 75 1463 751464 March 251976 D.J 331534724 331534725 331534740
Condemnation Adequacy of Commjssjon Report

The United States appealed decisions of the districtcourt approving and accepting condemnation commission reportsdespite the Governments objections The issue on appeal waswhether the commission reports were so conclusory so as topreclude effective judicial review contrary to United StatesMerz 376 U.S 192 1964
The court of appeals held that under Merz thecommission is not required to explain the exact thought processit utilized in making the awards that the Commission isnot required to explain every step in reaching the awardsthat the reports show the conflict of evidence and that thecommission had to use its best judgment in reaching the awardsand that the reports clearly indicate the basis for theawards which were within the range of the evidence

Attorneys Raymond Zagone FTS 739-2748
Aaron Bennett FTS 739-5061
and Glen Goodsell FTS 739-2774
Land and Natural Resources Division

Melluzzo Morton C.A No 742683 April 15 1976D.J 90il81027

Common Variety Act

The Secretary of the Interior determined after
contest proceeding that the material colored building stoneand sand and gravel on the Melluzzos six placer claims were
corrunon varieties for which no discovery had been establishedprior to the July 28 1955 cut-off date established by 30U.S.C sec 611 The district court issued summary judgmentin favor of the Secretary The Ninth Circuit affirmed in partand reversed and remanded in part
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On the common variety issue the Secretary had con
cluded that the degree of superiority of the sand and gravel
deposits was hardly of such magnitude as to warrant the con
clusion that they possess unique property which would set them
apart as uncommon varieties The Secretary also concluded
that similar colored stone was so plentiful in the Phoenix area
as to make it undistinguishable from the building stone in
U.S Coleman 390 U.S 599 These conclusions the court
found were founded on substantial evidence

On the discovery issue--to be applied to both the
sand and gravel and building stonethe court remanded for
determination in the light of its decisions in Verrue U.S
457 F.2d 1202 and Clear Gravel Enterprises Keil 505 F.2d
180 whether the claimants could establish marketability prior
to the 1955 date Lack or insubstantiality of sales from the
claims under these cases is relevant to the question of
marketability it is not conclusive proof of lack of value
On remand the claimant must show he could have marketed his
material at profit Two profit factors must be considered
cost and the demand

Attorneys Jacques Gelin FTS 739-2762
Land and Natural Resources Division
Assistant United States Attorney
Richard Allemann CD Ariz
FTS 2613011

Bergh Washington C.A No 751511 May 1976
D.J 9020766

Indians Injunctions

nonIndian commercial fisherman challenged state
regulations promulgated pursuant to Judge Boldts decision in
United States State of Washington affd 520 F.2d 676
cert den Jan 1976 on the ground that the regulations
unconstitutionally favor Indian fishermen as against nonIndian
fishermen The named defendants were Judge Boldt the Clerk

the United States District Court the State of Washington
and Washington state official Upholding dismissal by
istrict Judge Voorhees the Ninth Circuit stated that comity
required restraint here from entering an injunction which
ou1d have interfered with another federal proceeding an action
is pending before Judge Boldt wherein the validity of the
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States regulations is being considered as to Judge Boldt
and the Clerk plaintiff lacks standing to affect the otheraction to which he is not party he could seek intervention
in the other action and the constitutional challenge is not
ripe for decision in the present posture of the case

Attorneys Eva Datz FTS 739-2827 Land
and Natural Resources Division
Assistant United States Attorney
Harry McCarthy W.D Wash
FTS 3995500


